Learning Disability Symposium
April 3, 2002

Schedule of Events

8:00  Continental Breakfast

8:30  Convening the Symposium
      Welcome
      Update on Disability Services at Penn
      Greeting from LD Access & Introduction of Panelists
          Myrna Cohen
          Peter Conn
          Max King
          Anne Schneider

9:00  Lessons from the Past and Visions for the Future

      Transition planning and documentation consideration:
          Loring Brinckerhoff
      Past practices and future visions

      Programs, policies, and Procedures: Pathways to success
          Joan McGuire

      Faculty development: From accommodations to universal
          Sally Scott
          design and instruction

      Program evaluation: Traditional and non-traditional
          Manju Banerjee
          measures of program effectiveness

10:15 Break

10:25 Roundtable Conversations:
      Identifying the Challenges and Moving Disability Services Forward

11:35 Group Discussion

12:00 Lunch

1:00  Strategic Planning

3:30  Walk to SDS